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President’s Message

]

Joerg Hofmann, j.hofmann@melchers-law.com
s

President Joerg Hofmann

W

ith summer coming to an end and
another exciting season of gaming
events fast approaching, I hope
this message finds you all well.
IMGL is looking forward to a multitude of gaming
events, conferences and trade shows this season and
is very well prepared to be a part of them. Of course,
our own IMGL Autumn Conference, 5-7 November
2014, which will be taking place in one of the most
brilliant cities in Tuscany, Florence, will mark one of
the highlights in this year’s events calendar. But IMGL
and its gaming law experts will also be supporting
many other important gaming events around the
world this year: New IMGL Master Classes will be
held at the Eastern European Gaming Summit in
Sofia, Bulgaria (20-21 October 2014) and during
the KPMG iGaming Summit on the Isle of Man
(10-11 November 2014) and many of our members
are engaged as speakers at some other major events
such as – and to name but a few – the G2E in Las
Vegas (30 September – 2 October 2014), the EiG in
Berlin (22-23 October) and the MiGS in Malta (1112 November). In fact, I am delighted to find that
there seems to be no leading gaming law conference
that does not feature IMGL members as prominent
speakers on their panels.
It is now no longer a secret who is going to receive
the prestigious “Regulator of the Year-Award”. By way
of information, the relevant IMGL committees have
shown great commitment and sensitivity in selecting
the 2014 award winners. The winners were selected
from a host of qualified proposals. The IMGL wishes
to show its appreciation of the successful and widely
acclaimed work carried out by these regulators.
Therefore, it is a pleasure to announce that this year
the following regulators will be honored with the
IMGL “Regulator of the Year Award 2014”:
For the Americas: Stephan Martino, Director, Maryland
Lottery and Gaming Control Agency, Maryland
For Europe: Carlos Hernandez, General Director
of the DGOJ, Ministry of Finance and Public
Administrations, Spain
For the Indian Countries: Thomas Russell,
Commissioner, Pokagon Band Gaming
Commission, Arkansas

For Asia/Australasia: Malcolm Richardson,
Director of Compliance and Investigations,
Department of Business, Northern Territory Australia
You may have noticed that Asia/Australasia has been
introduced as a new category. Due to the increasing
number of members from the Asian and Australian
region and in view of the significant developments
of markets and regulation in this part of the world it
was high time to do so. Malcolm Richardson will be
the first regulator to receive the “Regulator of the Year
Award” for this region.
On top of that, I am particularly happy to
introduce yet another new category: the “IMGL
Lifetime Achievement Award”. This award honors
experienced regulators for their lifetime achievement
and outstanding service in developing and improving
regulation and continuously promoting and
encouraging debate and an open dialogue among all
parties involved. The first award winner to receive
the “Lifetime Achievement Award” in the history of
IMGL is Pete Bernhard, Former Chairman of the
Nevada Gaming Commission. On behalf of all IMGL
members I would like to congratulate Pete Bernhard
and express my respect for him and his achievements.
All award winners will be introduced later in
this edition where you can also find a multitude of
additional information on them.
The frequently published IMGL magazines play
an increasing role in shaping gaming law in various
jurisdictions. This is due to the fact that they are
characterized by an outstanding content and topicality
and, of course, the specialist expertise of the authors.
But things are also moving forward regarding the
IMGL world of digital communication. Our website
has matured. In an ongoing effort to better serve
the IMGL members and the gaming community, the
IMGL website is undergoing a complete redesign and
technology update. This will include introducing
e.g. the possibility of creating a personal profile and
uploading articles and many other exciting new
features. You may witness the launch of our new site
on 5 November at the IMGL Autumn Conference
in Florence. After the launch I encourage you to get
familiar with the site, try out the new features and
make this site your site.
Hoping to be in touch and preferably see you at one
of our upcoming IMGL events.
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[

Editor’s Message

W

elcome to the Autumn 2014 edition
of European Gaming Lawyer.
As ever, the legal and regulatory
environment for gambling across
Europe and elsewhere is developing
apace and there is much to discuss.
A modern regime for the regulation of remote
gambling is a step closer in the Netherlands as
legislation is now under consideration by the House
of Representatives. Jellien Roelofs and Dr Alan
Littler of Kalff Katz & Franssen have prepared an
insightful and expert commentary on developments.
The United Kingdom is introducing regulation
and taxation of remote gambling on a point of
consumption basis, a change of huge significance
to the remote gambling sector which takes legal
effect on 1st October 2014. We have published
articles in previous editions addressing these legal
and regulatory changes, but we are pleased to
include in this edition an article discussing the legal
challenge to these changes being brought by way of
judicial review by the Gibraltar Betting and Gaming
Association.
In Germany, online sports betting licenses are
finally being issued, but the consistency of the
second Interstate Treaty with overarching EU
law remains open to considerable doubt. We are
delighted to present an insightful article from

]

Melchers law firm which assesses whether the
current legislative restrictions in Germany are
effective in achieving their goals.
On a similar theme, we also have an article
from Henrik Hoffman reviewing the considerable
advantages and achievements of the Danish remote
gambling regulatory model, but highlighting also
how measures to protect vested interests can reduce
the efficiency of even the best regarded regimes.
Elsewhere in this edition, Simon Planzer reviews
a controversial bill which has been introduced in
Switzerland for the regulation of remote gambling
and my colleague Jo Frears discusses the important
issue of Data Outage and Disaster Recovery.
I am also delighted to continue our international
theme by including an article from Rajah & Tann
LLP discussing the regulation of International
Market Agents (junkets) in Singapore, and an
excellent summary of recent developments in Latin
America from WH Partners.
Last but by no means least I want to mention the
article reviewing the various IMGL Regulator of the
Year awards for 2014, and a Lifetime Achievement
award, in which the careers and achievements
of significant figures in the industry are rightly
celebrated.
I trust you will enjoy these articles and I would
like to thank all those who have contributed.

Best wishes
Nick Nocton
njn@jgrlaw.co.uk
Editor
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Food for thought – German
regulation on online gambling
under the scrutiny of market data
By Dr Joerg Hofmann, Matthias Spit and Jessica Maier

Dr Joerg Hofmann

Matthias Spitz

Jessica Maier

Introduction
Online casinos: very popular among players,
generating about 60% of the overall gross win of
roughly EUR 675m in the German online gaming
market1 – and prohibited under German gaming
regulation. Accordingly, a massive part of the
potential market is excluded from the regulation.
Unlike other countries within the EU, such as
Denmark or Spain, Germany seems to be clinging to
the idea that online casino gaming is regulated best if
it is strictly forbidden.
A restrictive approach in general
In effect – but this article will not focus on this –
Germany follows the same approach when it comes
to sports betting. After the licensing procedure will
have been completed, offering sports betting on the
internet may not be prohibited under German law
but still be so economically unattractive that most of
the sports betting activities will remain offshore. Only
an estimated EUR 500m in gross win is expected to
be generated onshore (i.e. regulated “.de”-websites),
meaning that well over 50% will remain to be
generated offshore. Market analysts expect high
tax rates and the prohibition of the popular in-play
betting to be the main reasons for this development.2
These restrictions in turn are expected to provide a
significant advantage to the offshore market.
Furthermore, the status quo of grey market
operations is expected to prevail for quite some time
1 H2 Gambling Capital (h2gc.com) estimates that the current interactive
poker and casino market in Germany including tables (live and RnG) and slot
gaming is worth just over £540m in gross win.
2 H2 Gambling Capital (h2gc.com).
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due to the many flaws in the licensing process. These
are highlighted in the German referral to the Court
of Justice of the EU in case C-336/143. It is certain
that the licensure will be challenged by the rejected
licence applicants. One of the main criticisms will be
the arbitrary determination of the number of licences.
Arguably the number of 20 licenses was never based
on or matched market reality which leads to an
unattractive and ineffective regulation regime.
The sports betting licensing process may become
an example for a failed attempt at regulation. Albeit
it highlights one important thing: for regulation to
be effective, it is key that the market is thoroughly
researched and risks adequately identified.
Online gaming: market reality vs. regulatory
imagination
Regarding online casino gaming it is questionable
whether the German regulators have the above in mind.
Currently the German Interstate Treaty on
Gambling of 2012 – in a way the constitution for
online gambling in Germany – completely bans online
gaming in sec. 4 (4).
German courts4 and state regulators claim that by
prohibiting online gaming, the main objectives of
the Interstate Treaty, i.e. minor and player protection
and combating the black market, are attained.
However, considering market realities and regulatory
approaches in neighbouring EU Member States it
appears highly questionable whether a total ban is
suitable to achieve these objectives and does not go
beyond what is necessary:
3 Referral of the Local Court of Sonthofen in case C-336/14, Ince.
4 For a recent example see Higher Administrative Court North RhineWestphalia, judgment of 25 February 2014, ﬁle no. 13 A 2018/11.

From January 2012 to February 2013 one
of the German federal states, SchleswigHolstein, took a different approach towards
online gambling than the rest of Germany
before finally acceding to the Interstate
Treaty due to a change of government.
It dispensed of the total ban and instead
allowed for the issuance of licenses for
online gaming. There is no data suggesting
that the objectives of the Interstate Treaty
were attained less efficiently during that
time or that their achievement was adversely
affected at all.
With this and the current market
conditions in mind, it is difficult to
understand how the total ban can possibly
be seen as a panacea for combating the black
market and the protection of minors and
players.
Although Germany had the third largest
online gambling market in terms of gross
win at approx. EUR 900m in 2013 this is
way below its potential scale of EUR 2bn.5
Indeed, less than 5% of the activity in
interactive gambling is currently onshore.
Compared to the EU28 average of 42% this
can be seen as a clear signal that the ban is
not effective because it leads to a massive
part of the market not being regulated.6
How to achieve public interest goals
As indicated above, the current online
poker and online casino market
(including random number generated
table games, live dealer and online
slots) in Germany is believed to be
worth approx. EUR 675m in gross win.
Considering the immense potential of the
market, Germany can be seen not only
to miss out on considerable tax income
but also on an opportunity to actually
achieve its public interest goals.
Denmark, which liberalised its gaming
market with regard to online gaming in
2012, does not ban online gaming and
does not restrict the number of licences.

Denmark now has a well functioning online
gaming market generating considerable
income for the Danish state. As of march
2014 Denmark had issued 40 betting and/
or online casino licences and the gross
gaming revenue for holders of these licences
was approx. EUR 274.5m in 2012 and EUR
318.3m in 2013.7 The regulation is therefore
widely considered a success.
Clearly, a regulated market would enable
the German regulators to monitor online
casino activities and licensed operators.
Further, it would make the enforcement
of the law easier. Currently – due to the
characteristics of the internet – regulators
are having huge difficulties enforcing
the ban on online casino gaming. Albeit
various directives and treaties on the mutual
assistance in civil and criminal matters
have been implemented between the EU
Member States, no such regime exists for
the mutual assistance in administrative
matters. Consequently, operators are often
not within the reach of gambling regulators,
even if they are resident in a Member State
like Malta which is only a 2 ½-hour flight
away from Germany. Even if German
regulators will be able to block off gambling
transactions to operators of online gaming
resident in other Member States, e.g. by
payment blocking, gaming activity from
Germany is likely to migrate overseas.
Under such conditions players cannot
be seen to be adequately protected from
gambling risks, fraudulent sites or other
criminal activities.
However, judging from the general mood
regulators and legislators are currently
displaying, this is unlikely to change in
the near future. Intelligence suggests that
some state-regulators, including the state
of Lower Saxony, are slowly starting to
target black market operators (e.g. through
payment blocking) but there do not seem
to be any plans to tackle the real problem:
acknowledging that the total ban of online

5 H2 Gambling Capital (h2gc.com).
6 H2 Gambling Capital (h2gc.com).

7 European Lawyer Reference Series, Gaming Law,
Jurisdictional comparisons, London 2014, p. 127.

gaming is a failure and changing the
Interstate Treaty accordingly.
Will the European Commission
step in?
In the past, the European Commission has
repeatedly stated that although Member
States have the freedom to set the objectives
of their policy on gaming and define
their level of protection sought, extensive
restrictions need to be proportionate. Also
evidence needs to be provided to prove
this proportionality. In November 2013,
Belgium, Cyprus, the Czech Republic,
Lithuania, Poland and Romania were
targeted by the European Commission due
to national gambling regulations allegedly
not complying with EU law. At that time
EU officials had reportedly stated that
Germany’s gambling regulation is “definitely
not off the radar”. It will be interesting to see
what the European Commission has to say
when it deals with the pending review of the
German regulation now that the evaluation
period of the Interstate Treaty (two years) is
about to end in November this year.
However, German regulators have yet to
prove that the total ban on online gaming is
justified and a suitable method in reaching
objectives of the Interstate Treaty.

DR JOERG HOFMANN is the Head
of the Gaming Law practice at
Melchers law, Germany, and
President of the IMGL. He can be
reached by email: j.hofmann@
melchers-law.com
MATTHIAS SPITZ is a German
attorney at Melchers Law and
New Gaming Attorney with the
IMGL. He can be reached by email:
m.spitz@melchers-law.com
JESSICA MAIER is a gaming
attorney with Melchers law. She
can be reached by email: j.maier@
melchers-law.com
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Remote gaming bill enters the parliamentary
arena despite negative council of state advice
Jellien Roelofs and Dr Alan Littler both work in the Gaming Practice at Kalff Katz &
Franssen Attorneys at Law in Amsterdam. The practice advises and litigates on behalf of
the international gaming sector in the Netherlands.

O

Jellien Roelofs

Dr Alan Littler

n 11 July 2014, on the eve of
summer recess of the House of
Representatives, the Council of
Ministers approved the remote
gaming bill after having considered
the advice of the Council of State and the response
of State Secretary of Justice and Security Teeven
thereto. In addition, plans to privatize Holland
Casino and reform the lottery market were approved.
The latest version of remote gaming bill, the Council
of State advice and the response were sent to
parliament. This article will cover the latest state of
affairs concerning the reform of gaming regulation
in the Netherlands, following up the article ‘Revised
Dutch remote gaming bill notified to Brussels ahead
of parliamentary process’ by Frank Tolboom and Dr
Alan Littler in the Spring Issue 2014 of European
Gaming Lawyer.
Background
Gaming in the Netherlands is regulated by the
Betting and Gaming Act (“Act”) and is based on a
“prohibited unless licenced” approach. The Act does
not contain a basis on which remote gaming licences
can be awarded, thus it is currently not possible to
legally offer remote gaming in the Netherlands.
In May 2013, the Ministry of Justice and Security
(“Ministry”) and the Ministry of Finance, published
a draft bill for consultation, in which a licencing
regime and regulatory framework for remote gaming
were proposed. An amended version of the bill was
sent to the Council of State in February 2014 and
notified to the European Commission in March
2014. Following the advice of the Council of State in
May 2014, amendments were made and, in July 2014,
the State Secretary of Security and Justice Teeven
(“State Secretary”) sent the bill to parliament.
Council of State advice and
the response of the State Secretary
General observations
The Council of State consists of two separate
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divisions, one is the highest general administrative
court in the Netherlands whilst the other advises
on legislation and operates independently from
the government. In May 2014, the Council of State
rendered a negative advice on the second version of
the remote gaming bill, as notified to the European
Commission. In the advice it expressed its concern
regarding a number of issues, including i) the
effectiveness and enforceability of the bill, ii) the
potential lack of horizontal consistency across the
overall gaming policy, iii) funding of the Gaming
Authority, iv) the active duty of care and v) the
proposed differential tax rate.
In its conclusion the Council of State questioned
whether the government should “reconsider whether
the proposed bill is better than the alternative,
i.e. a ban on remote gaming whilst having limited
enforcement measures”. The State Secretary discussed
the concerns, but nonetheless decided to send
the latest version of the remote gaming bill to
parliament. In the following paragraphs, we will
elaborate on some of the key points of criticism
made by the Council of State and the response of the
State Secretary.
Horizontal consistency
Referring to the Court of Justice of the European
Union’s [“CJEU”] decision in Gambelli (C-243/01)
that national gaming policy must be consistent and
systematic, the Council of State observes that there
appears to be little consistency across the gaming
policy as a whole. It notes that three different
regimes will result from the changes proposed by
the remote gaming bill; i) a prohibition on remote
lotteries, ii) restricted possibilities for market entry
for land-based gaming due to a monopoly for casino
gaming and a policy limiting the number of available
lottery licences, and iii) an open licencing model for
remote gaming. The Council of State is unconvinced
as to the motivation behind the prohibition on
remote lotteries. It is vital to appreciate that the

Council of State only considered the
proposals advanced in the remote gaming
bill and not other reforms which the
Council of Ministers approved, and which
will require further legislative amendments
at a later date.
The State Secretary justifies his decision
to prohibit remote lotteries on two
grounds. Firstly, he claims there is no
demand which needs to be channelled
into a locally licenced supply. In addition,
he considers lotteries to be “less risky” in
the light of gaming addiction than casino
games or sports betting. Subjecting the
lotteries to the strict conditions proposed
in the remote gaming bill would therefore
be “disproportionate”.
On a general note, there is no need
to drastically revise the existing gaming
policy at once, according to the State
Secretary. He explains that the decision
to modernise the overall gaming policy
in three phases was made deliberately
and believes that the proposed policy
sufficiently complies with the requirement
of horizontal consistency (as set forth by
the CJEU in Stoss (C-316/07)).
Duty of care
With regards to the measures to prevent
gaming addiction, the Council of State
notes that the bill imposes an active duty
of care that stretches far compared to
other Member States. The Council of State
wonders whether such a far stretching
duty of care is necessary and notes that no
justification therefore is given in the bill. If
the government fails to justify its choice for
the level of the duty of care, the measure
could be considered as disproportionate.
The State Secretary discusses the
concerns, but points out that it is
primarily up to the Dutch government
to determine the desired level of
protection for consumers.
Differential tax regime
Last but certainly not least, the Council
of State is highly critical of the differential
tax regime.
With regards to taxation, the bill
seeks to establish differential rates of tax
for different forms of gaming;
distinguishing remote gaming (20%
GGR) from land-based gaming (29%) and
licenced remote gaming (20% GGR) from

unlicensed remote gaming (29% of prizes).
According to the Council of State such
differential tax rates may conflict with the
principle of fiscal neutrality. The difference
in treatment for tax purposes could
additionally be considered as unjustified
unequal treatment.
The criticisms regarding differential
tax rates are acknowledged by the State
Secretary. However, he believes that
any disadvantages arising from these
differential rates are outweighed by
the importance of achieving the policy
objective of a high level of channelization
of the market (80%). The State Secretary
also points out that differential tax regimes
between land-based and remote operations
already exist in other Member States.
It should be noted that any state aid
concerns in relation to differential tax rates
between land-based and remote operations
were not explicitly dealt with in the advice,
as this matter will be dealt with by the
European Commission.
Amended Remote Gaming bill:
bingo is in
Taking into consideration the comments
in the advice of the Council of State, the
remote gaming bill was amended before it
was sent to the House of Representatives.
One of the most noteworthy changes
relates to remote bingo. In the first version
of the bill, the Ministry considered some
forms of bingo to be “very similar to games
which resemble lotteries”. However, remote
lotteries were excluded from the bill,
supposedly due to a lack of demand to
be channelled and a lower risk of gaming
addiction. This implied that those forms
of bingo resembling lotteries, would also
be excluded. It remained unclear exactly
which forms were to be excluded. The
second version of the bill did not provide
any clarification on this point.
In the latest version of the bill, a
clarification was made between the
different types of bingo. “Short odds”
bingo (with a short time elapsing between
placing stakes and the outcome of a game)
is considered a casino game, and therefore
it will fall within the scope of the proposed
remote gaming regime. On the other
hand, “long odds” bingo (with a long time
elapsing between placing stakes and the
outcome of a game) is considered a lottery

game and will thus remain excluded from
remote gaming regulation.
In addition, certain levies and fees
have been clarified. The expected licence
fee is set to €40.000,00 and the proposed
exploitation fee payable to the Ministry has
been now removed. The remote gaming
bill also made clear that the 1,5% GGR
levy for the Gaming Authority and 0,5%
GGR contribution for the anti-addiction
fund will not exceed actual costs incurred.
Based on annual assessments of actual
expenditure the Ministry will adjust the
levy and contribution accordingly.
Privatization of Holland Casino &
Lottery regime reform
Holland Casino
Currently, Holland Casino has fourteen
venues, is owned by the State and holds
the single casino licence available. Under
this licence, it can offer table games, slot
machines and poker. The October 2012
Coalition Agreement stated that the
supply of gaming was not a core task of the
government and announced plans to sell
Holland Casino. Now, the State Secretary
has elaborated on these plans in a policy
document on the casino regime.
The proposed changes aim to
gradually open up the market to
competition. For that reason, only two new
licences will be introduced. As Holland
Casino will have to hive off four of its
fourteen current venues this means that six
licences will become available in addition
to the Holland Casino licence.
With regards to the allocation of the
licences, the State Secretary emphasizes
that the allocation procedure will be
transparent and non-discriminatory;
allocation through a controlled auction is
suggested. To prevent Holland Casino from
gaining too much of a dominant position
and to facilitate competition, Holland
Casino will not be allowed to bid for any of
the new licences.
Each licence will enable a licensee to
operate one venue in a certain region, for
the duration of 15 years. The Netherlands
will be divided into five regions and the
number of licences allocated in each region
will depend on the number of residents and
the demand for casino games. This policy is
thought to better enable licensees to capture
the demand for casino games, contributing
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to the channelling of demand into legal
avenues. Entities will be allowed to possess
both a casino licence and a remote gaming
licence, assuming the licensee meets the
strict conditions of both licencing regimes.
According to the policy document, licences
are expected to be auctioned off in the
second semester of 2016.
Lotteries
The October 2012 Coalition Agreement
stated that lottery licences should be
transparently allocated as of 2015. However,
the State Secretary announced in his July
2014 ‘lottery letter’ that he intends to renew
the current semi-permanent lottery licences
until 2017. It is claimed that the government
wants to avoid that the introduction of the
remote gaming regime and the reform of the
lottery regime coincide.
The decision to simply renew the
current licences is remarkable. In principle,
Member States enjoy a margin of discretion
with regards to the regulation of their
gaming market. Nevertheless, access to the
market shall be granted in a transparent
and non-discriminatory manner and as
the CJEU stated in Betfair [C-203/08], this
requirement also applies in the case of an
exclusive licence. An exception thereto
could be justified if a licence was granted
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to a public operator under direct state
supervision, or a private operator subject
to strict control by public authorities.
When applying the CJEU’s decision the
Council of State determined that De Lotto
(sports betting) and Scientific Games
Racing (horserace betting) did not satisfy
the notion of strict control and therefore
their licences should have been awarded
pursuant to a transparent licencing
procedure [23 March 2011, Council
of State]. Should the so-called “semipermanent” licences of the charity lotteries,
but also De Lotto and Sportech (current
horseracing monopolist) be renewed until
2017, then this will probably fall foul of the
CJEU’s case-law as the current operators
fail to satisfy the notion of strict control.
For an analysis of the notion of “strict
control”, please see the article “How should
we define ‘strict control’?” by Dr Alan Littler
and Justin Franssen in the Summer Issue
2011 of European Gaming Lawyer.
The State Secretary stated in his press
conference on 11 July 2014 that he does
not expect that this will give rise to the
commencement of an infringement
procedure by the European Commission.
In addition, he announced that the
charity lotteries will be “strengthened”
by lowering the minimum percentage

of revenue (per ticket sold) that must be
contributed to good causes from 50% to
40%, claiming that this will allow more
room for innovation. Merger initiatives of
the De Lotto and Staatsloterij are also being
investigated.
Increased enforcement
by the Gaming Authority
In 2012 the Gaming Authority announced
it was prioritising its enforcement activities
during the transitional period until
regulation and licencing, and published the
so-called prioritisation criteria. Whilst no
licences are available for remote gaming,
the Gaming Authority has said it will focus
its enforcement activities on operators who
cross the “red lines” if they: i) offer games
of chance on a website with a .nl-extension,
and/or ii) offer remote gaming on a website
available in the Dutch language, and/or iii)
advertise their services via radio, TV or
print media targeting the Dutch market.
According to the Gaming Authority’s
press release of 15 July 2014,
“Preliminary results [of] warning actions
[concerning the] marketing [towards]
gambling on World Cup & Tour de France“,
the Gaming Authority had noticed
“excessive” online marketing activities for
the promotion of sports betting targeted

at the Netherlands, prior to the beginning
of the FIFA World Cup 2014. Accordingly,
the Gaming Authority sent out letters to
operators in June 2014, urging them to
cease such online marketing activities. In
doing so, the Gaming Authority sparked
confusion because online marketing falls
outside the scope of the three prioritisation
criteria. Ultimately however the Gaming
Authority stated that it was satisfied with
the results of the letters as it noticed a
decrease in the excess of online marketing
in terms of quantity.
Nevertheless, the Gaming Authority
made clear that it expects operators to
(have) cease(d) “all online marketing
concerning (inter)national (sports)events”,
emphasizing that both operators and
affiliates could be subject to enforcement,
with operators being held responsible for
the actions of their affiliates. In addition,
the Gaming Authority states it will keep
enforcing and will focus its efforts on
“excesses and the biggest risks for the
consumer”. Yet such risks remain undefined.
Thus, whilst these rules were not
explicitly listed as a new criterion, the
Gaming Authority’s approach regarding
“online marketing towards (inter)national
(sports)events” could be seen as a de facto
fourth prioritisation criterion.

Next steps and legislative timeline
Following the approval of the remote
gaming bill by the Council of Ministers, it
is now up to the House of Representatives
to consider the remote gaming bill. Which
instruments will be used in this process,
and when, will be decided upon in a
procedural meeting of the Parliament’s
Committee on Security and Justice as
scheduled for 10 September 2014. Amongst
the expected instruments are: a roundtable
with stakeholders, committee and plenary
debates, and written questions. In any
case, it is presumed that some motions by
MPs will be submitted in attempts to force
through amendments. This process could
continue until the end of the first semester
2015, after which the bill will be sent to the
Senate (Upper House).
In addition, it is expected that
both secondary legislation regarding
remote gaming as well as a legislative
proposal concerning reform of the
casino regime will be published for
public consultation in Q4 2014.
Concluding remarks
With the bill having been sent to
parliament, the Netherlands has moved
one step closer to the regulation of remote
gaming. The Council of State rendered

a very negative advice on the remote
gaming bill, but that did not stop the State
Secretary from moving ahead with his
plans. Nevertheless, the advice certainly
provides points of criticism that could
serve as arguments for both opponents
as well as proponents of the regulation of
remote gaming. It is therefore not unlikely
that the remote gaming bill will be closely
scrutinised in parliament.
Assuming that it will be sent to the
Senate in the second semester of 2015,
we could still expect the awarding of
remote licences to commence at the
beginning of 2016. Even though we are
not there yet, the Netherlands is slowly
but decisively moving forwards.

JELLIEN ROELOFS and DR ALAN
LITTLER are both gaming lawyers
at Kalff Katz & Franssen Attorneys
at Law, where they work in the
gaming practice group headed
by partner Justin Franssen. The
practice advises and litigates on
behalf of the international gaming
sector in the Netherlands.
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Latin America:

A new frontier for online gambling?
By Francois Peglau, Senior Advisor for WH Partners

S

Francois Peglau

ince I first got involved in the
igaming business, industry
observers have always given me
cautious opinions on the potential
of Latin America for internet
gambling. “Too early”, “not mature enough”, “too
many regulatory barriers”, were some of answers
I received. However, it seems that this negative
trend is now changing and operators have a more
favourable view on the prospects of this market.
Currently, there are an increasing number of
online gambling operators targeting LATAM
countries. One only needs to have a look at “ESPN
en Español”, the sport cable TV channel that covers
all Latin America, to view adverts in Spanish
for Bet365 or Pokerstars. Many operators are
considering that Latin America could be the next
“big thing” for online gambling.
So what has changed in the last five years?
First of all, internet penetration has increased
significantly in the region. Most importantly, access
to mobile smart phones has changed the dynamics
of the market as today young consumers prefer to
buy services using their phones rather than using
their desktops or laptops.
The biggest barrier for the industry right now is
the lack of clear regulation. Latin American public
authorities have been slow in addressing the challenges
presented by internet gaming. Consequently, most
Latin American jurisdictions have not yet adopted
legislation dealing with this type of activity.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the “do nothing”
strategy cannot continue any longer. It is therefore
expected that most Latin American jurisdictions will
start moving towards regulating remote gambling in
the short term. Reasons for this include:
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a) As access to the internet and mobile
communication increases in the region, consumers
will start migrating to remote gambling, especially
the young population
b) Payment solutions in the region have improved
significantly in the last five years, which will also
increase the demand for internet betting
c) As the demand of online gambling increases, local
stakeholders (gambling regulators, land based
casinos, and state controlled lotteries) will feel the
need to regulate the market in order to (i) control
the access of foreign competition and (ii) levy tax
revenue from this new activity
d) The US and Europe are already in the
process of regulating internet gambling,
an example that could be followed by
Latin American jurisdictions.
We are already seeing changes in many of
LATAM´s main markets.
Mexico is a typical example. Gambling activities in
Mexico are regulated by a
Law enacted in 1947 which is clearly outdated to
deal with igaming. The government has been able to
grant a number of internet licences to local operators
which are supported by secondary regulation,
but the legality of these licences has often been
challenged. Also, the current regulation has several
grey areas relating to key aspects of this activity,
such as the scope of the products that can be oﬀered
online and the technical requirements applicable to
the games.
The authorities in Mexico are currently working
on a new gambling law that would replace the 1947
Law and which will deal expressly with online
gambling. The new law will establish fresh licensing

requirements for companies that want to
operate an online gambling business in
the country. Industry experts appear to be
optimistic that the new legislation will be
implemented in 2015.
Brazil has also seen some important
developments. Brazil currently bans
almost all gambling activities. However,
there are rumours that Caixa Economica
Federal (the state controlled monopoly)
will eventually launch a sport betting
product for the 2016 Olympic Games and
may consider the participation of foreign
software suppliers. A positive step taken
in Brazil earlier this year was a conference
on e-gaming which was organised for
the first time and which wasattended by
many important stake-holders, including
Brazilian government officials.
Officials in Colombia are also looking
into regulating internet gambling. The

Colombian regulator has confirmed a
research programme in order to develop
specific internet gaming regulation. A
licence to operate internet pool betting
has already been granted and it is
expected that licences for other products
will be issued shortly.
Similary, authorities in Argentina and
Peru are also looking into regulating
internet gambling soon. Whereas in Chile
and Uruguay, first drafts of legislation
dealing with these activities, have already
been publicised.
In view of the above, the current
regulatory trend in the LATAM region
seems to be irreversible. An important
aspect will be for LATAM governments
to establish competitive legislative
frameworks that help the industry to
grow, but also to secure the protection
of consumers, a major concern for local

authorities. Major stakeholders must look
into cooperating with local authorities in
order to develop a competitive, properly
regulated, yet not overly restrictive,
regulatory framework for remote gambling
in the region.

FRANCOIS PEGLAU is a Peruvian
lawyer with experience in igaming
regulation and international tax. He
holds a Master of Laws in Taxation
Law from the London School of
Economics, where he was awarded
with the Pump Court Prize for the
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field of taxation. François is fluent
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Eﬃcient regulation of online gambling
A modern regulatory approach is required for a modern medium
By Henrik Norsk Hoﬀmann, Attorney at law in Denmark

Henrik Norsk Hoffmann

Introduction
Drafting legislation and making rules and regulations
to govern commercial activity on the Internet
is relatively easy. It is enforcing such rules and
regulations necessary for making the legislation
governing commercial activity on the Internet
effective, which is hard.
Traditionally before the times of commercial
Internet, enforcement of regulation was kept simple
through the physical presence of the entity or the
customer as well as the object being traded. Even
software, music and movies, which are today primarily
distributed as electronic files through the Internet had
to be physically bound to a floppy disk, CD, DVD or
memory-stick making these products subject to seizure
and other traditional tools of law enforcement.
The challenge for legislators in regard to making
effective regulation of online activities is that activities
on the Internet very often take place between
an entity in one jurisdiction and a customer in
another jurisdiction. To complicate matters more
for the legislators the physical equipment used to
accommodate the commercial activity on the Internet
can be placed in a third jurisdiction.
Legislators trying to regulate an online activity
are therefore very often faced with complicated
jurisdictional and choice of law issues when drafting
legislation, and in an area like online gambling where
only electronic services are being sold by the operator
there is not even a physical object changing hands.
The Internet makes it possible to offer digital
services such as online gambling available through
out the world from one single jurisdiction, which
of course makes the enforcement of the legislation
against an operator in another jurisdiction if the
operator’s activity in that jurisdiction is legal under
local law very difficult if not impossible..
Some legislators have tried to regulate online
gambling through legislation but failed, more have
apparently decided that it is too complicated to create
effective and enforceable online gambling legislation
and decided to completely prohibit online gambling
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or try to maintain a state monopoly. However, this
again is originally based on legislation from a time
where only land based gambling was possible. A few
legislators have managed rather successfully to make
efficient and enforceable online gambling legislation.
One of these legislators is the Danish legislator, whose
legislative model is being used as inspiration in several
other jurisdictions.
This article will make an analysis of the Danish
model and why it is successful.
Basic principles and legislative approach
One of the biggest strengths in the Danish legislation
is the new legislative approach taken by the Danish
legislator, namely that the legislation must create a
legislative environment which satisfies each of the
Danish Government, the players and the operators.
The legislator has stated in the motivation behind
the proposal for the new Danish gambling act that
the success of the legislative regime to a large extent
will depend on the legislation creating commercially
attractive conditions for the operators, so that they
will apply for a license and offer their services on the
Danish market.
This approach is a good example of the
difference in regulating activities taking place
physically inside the jurisdiction and regulating
activities on the Internet. A difference which is
ultimately created as a consequence of the effective
enforcement measures available.
As mentioned above in the introduction legislators
have traditionally been able to rely on enforcement
authorities such as the local police to enforce
legislation. However, in connection with multi
jurisdictional intangible activities such as online
gambling, the legislator cannot rely on traditional
enforcement measures.
In the preparation of the Danish legislation the
legislator met with regulators in other jurisdictions
to learn from their experience, and the conclusion
drawn by the Danish legislator was that although
there are several options to enforce the online

gambling regulations and protect the
licensed operators from the competition
from unlicensed operators, none of these
measures are particularly efficient.
Based on this the Danish legislator
developed a new approach to legislation and
regulation of online gambling, identifying
that it must be commercially attractive
and reasonably simple for the operators to
operate under a license.
This approach has become one of the
most important basic principles underlying
the new Danish Gambling Act. The Danish
regulator has attempted to make it easy
to operate in Denmark, and to reduce
the barriers of entry for foreign-based
operators. This is exemplified through the
fact that no .dk domain is required, the
Danish legislative regime allows for open
liquidity allowing Danish players to play
against players from other jurisdictions
in peer-to-peer games and jackpot pools,
servers do not necessarily need to be located
in Denmark and the operators do not need
to have a local entity holding the license.
Built in flexibility to secure
accommodation of new development
with suitable regulation
That the new Danish gambling legislation
is in fact a serious attempt to find a way
to regulate activities on the Internet can
also be seen both from the structure and
the wording of the legislation. The Danish
Gambling Act provides a framework
regulation, which settles the requirements
for obtaining a license, settles fees for
application and license and sanctions for
non-compliance etc. However, with regard
to some specific areas where the speed with
which technology is developed endangers
the continued relevance and sensible
application of the regulations, the Gambling
Act authorizes the Danish Gambling
Authority to make and change specific and
detailed regulation in certain areas through
the issuance of executive orders.
Therefore, to secure that a new type
of game, which may be developed in the
future, can be made accessible to Danish
players without having to take the issue
through the Danish parliament, the Danish
Gambling Authority is empowered with a
right to expand the list of games that can be
offered under a Danish license.

Similarly in the area of technical
requirements and customer identification
procedures the Danish Gambling Authority
has been given the necessary tools to
make appropriate adjustments in line with
the requirements of new technological
development.
In other areas such as available platforms
the Danish Gambling Act does not make a
distinction between, mobile, telephone, TV
or web, but merely creates a framework that
is suitable for all kinds of remote gambling
and then leave it up to the Danish Gambling
Authority to adjust the details in line with
the technological development.
By leaving sufficient room for
maneuvering to the Danish Gambling
Authority to adjust in step with the
technological development without
requiring legislative alterations passed
by the parliament, the Danish Gambling
Authority is in a position to adapt the
Danish regulation and the market
conditions to new technology swiftly to the
benefit of the players but more importantly
also to the benefit of the operators.
Enforcement against
non-licensed operators
An important element of efficient regulation
is appropriate and suitable rules, but just as
important is efficient enforcement.
In common with most other new
remote gambling legislative regimes
the Danish Gambling Act provides the
Danish Gambling Authority with the
traditional tools for enforcement such as
monetary sanctions, imprisonment, and
suspension and revocation of licenses. It
also includes more recently developed
measures such as ISP-blocking and
blocking of payment services.
However, in almost 3 years since the new
Gambling Act came into force the Danish
Gambling Authority has made little use of
ISP-blocking and no use at all of the right to
block payment service providers.
Despite this the Danish Gambling
Authority estimates that unlicensed
operators have a market share of only 5
% - 10 %. Even though the general consent
between the operators is that the market
share of unlicensed operators is higher it
is still agreed that this part of the market is
relatively small.

This is a clear indication that tools of
enforcement such as blocking, monetary
sanctions and imprisonment is only of very
limited if any use in the enforcement of
regulation of online activities in general and
regulation of online gambling specifically
against the foreign operators. The threat
of monetary sanctions and imprisonment
are of course efficient tools against entities
with a physical presence in the jurisdiction,
which typically will be local media partners
for the purpose of advertisement. However,
this is in most cases only relevant if the
economical and legislative conditions are
attractive to the operators as they would
otherwise choose either not to advertise or
to advertise through non-local partners.
The enforcement efforts of the Danish
Gambling Authority is loyal to the legislative
approach of the legislator, namely that
it has to be commercially attractive for
the operators to subject themselves to
the gambling legislation and the Danish
Gambling Authority’s supervision and
control by applying for and maintaining a
Danish license.
In terms of legislative enforcement tools
the most effective so far and therefore also
the most important has been the Danish
Gambling Acts few restrictions of licensed
operator’s access to advertise and market
their services in Denmark.
At the launch of the new Danish
gambling market, the Danish Gambling
Authority developed a logo for licensed
operators to display on their websites to
show that they have been approved by
the Danish Gambling Authority, and that
their gambling services are subject to the
Danish Gambling Authority’s control and
supervision.
The Danish Gambling Authority
promoted this new logo heavily in the
Danish media and usual advertisement
channel used by online operators, with the
effect that the Danish consumer was made
aware that operators that displayed this logo
were legal and that it was safe to play on
their online platforms.
Further, the Danish Gambling
Authority set up a whistle blower service
and continuously encourage everyone
and licensed operators in particularly to
provide information of both unlicensed
operators’ activities in the Danish
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market and those of affiliates promoting
unlicensed operators in Denmark.
Including the affiliates as a target for
enforcement has shown to be an important
step for the Danish Gambling Authority in
its pursuit of protecting the Danish market
and the licensed operators from competition
from non-licensed operators.
Finally, a key aspect of the Danish
Gambling Authority’s enforcement of the
Danish gambling legislation is their open
approach to the operators and the way
the Danish Gambling Authority handles
issues of potential non-compliance and
new market situations such as new games,
technology or similar, by also discussing
possible solutions with the operators..
It is always possible for an operator to
get a meeting with the relevant persons at
the Danish Gambling Authority to discuss
relevant issues and the combatting of the
unlicensed operators. The Danish Gambling
Authority has furthermore somewhat
successfully managed to create a tradition
for dialogue with the operators to solve
potential violation issues before they occur
and at least before any sanctions or other
enforcement tools are being imposed on a
licensed operator. This has let to a situation
on the Danish market, where it is as a
general rule easy and uncomplicated in most
cases to find solutions that satisfy the needs
of the Danish Gambling Authority in the
pursuit of maintaining a well regulated and
functional online gambling marked, and at
the same time does not impose excessive
and unnecessary administrative burdens on
the operators.
This approach from the Danish Gambling
Authority is an important part of the
success of the Danish Gambling Act and
the new regulation as, despite the high
taxes and license fees, all in all it remains
commercially attractive for the operators to
have a Danish license.
Lessons to be learned from Denmark
for improvement of future regulation
Although the Danish online regulation is
generally successful, some aspects of it and
its implementation and enforcement have
been less so.
One of the biggest flaws in the Danish
Gambling Act is that the state owned
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monopoly owner, Danske Spil A/S, has
been allowed to continue the operation
of lotteries and some types of gaming as
a monopolist and at the same time been
allowed to offer games in competition with
private operators under the same brand
name as always.
The lack of rules to effectively separate,
on the one hand the games that the Danish
legislature kept within the state controlled
operator’s monopoly and, on the other hand,
the operation on the liberalized market has
given the state owned operator an unfair
advantage.
Despite the fact that the monopolized
games and the liberalized games by law
need to be offered by two independent
companies, the possibility of co-branding,
makes cross selling easy, especially because
both companies also have access to each
other’s customer databases and marketing
expenses are minimized for the company
offering games on the liberalized market,
since general branding seems to be financed
by the monopoly company only.
Allowing the state owned operators
such advantages ultimately poses a threat
to the entire market, as it creates unfair
competition, between the private operators
and Danske Spil, which drastically reduces
the commercial attractiveness of the Danish
license to the private operators.
Accordingly, the Danish Gambling
Authority recently published guidelines on
the promotion of gambling services, which
practically prohibits the use of promotion
games/lotteries and extraordinary jackpot
pools as a marketing tool for operators on
the liberalized part of the Danish market.
The interpretation presented in these
guidelines is contradictory to Danish and
European marketing legislation. Unlicensed
operators are making use of these marketing
tools to make their products more
interesting to the consumer. Therefore,
preventing the licensed operators to do
the same without a clear an unambiguous
legal authority will undermine the licensed
operator’s ability to market the unlicensed
operators out of the market.
Finally, the fees and taxes in Denmark
have been set at a very high level with
annual license fees of up to 200,000 EUR
and 20% gambling duty on GGR. The

legislature claims that the level of the
gambling duty has been set based on an
analysis made to find the highest possible
rate to satisfy a political wish to optimize tax
income from gambling.
However, the level is very high, and most
likely not optimal. A lower level of gambling
duty would likely increase the revenues,
since more operators would be inclined to
apply for and maintain a license. Reducing
the level of taxation would also make more
funds available for marketing, advertisement
and promotions, and thereby support the
joint efforts of the licensed operators and
the Danish Gambling Authority to make
it impossible for unlicensed operators
to maintain an operation on the Danish
market.
Conclusion
The realisation that online gambling is
going to take place whether it is allowed
or not was the first important step of the
Danish legislator on the road to the current
successful online gambling legislation.
The implementation of this realization
in a legislative regime, which has the
commercial attractiveness of being a
licensed operator as one of its focus
areas has led to a current market, with a
large number of operators, who through
marketing and efficient cooperation with the
Danish Gambling Authority have excluded
un operators from playing any noteworthy
role on the Danish market.
The Danish model is not perfect, but
the approach of the Danish legislator to
try and create a legislative regime where
the focus has been shifted from trying to
punish operators that are not licensed to
trying to reward the operators that are, has
been shown to be the right way to go about
regulating online gambling.
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Switzerland:

A controversial draft gaming act
By Dr Simon Planzer, Partner, Planzer Law, Zurich

T

Dr Simon Planzer

he Swiss government has recently
published a draft for the country’s
new gaming act. Inter alia, the
revised gaming act will bring a
regulated online gaming market.
Only the national lottery and betting
providers seem to be happy with the draft. Online
operators and casinos are demanding significant
amendments to the draft. This article outlines
suggested changes in the draft, its controversial
elements, and the road ahead.
The current gaming landscape in Switzerland
At present, Switzerland does not have a regulated
online gaming market. Only “Swisslos” and “Loterie
Romande”, the two public lottery and betting
operators, can legally offer a portfolio of online
games. For all other games, operators cannot apply for
licences. By contrast, Switzerland has a high number
of licensed casinos; in fact, it features one of the
highest densities of casinos per capita in the world.
Gaming legislation currently consists of two main
acts. One act regulates the lottery and betting sector
for which the Cantons (regions) are competent
(“Bundesgesetz betreffend die Lotterien und die
gewerbsmässigen Wetten”). The other act regulates
all other forms of games, which can only be legally
played within the premises of licensed casinos
(“Bundesgesetz über Glücksspiele und Spielbanken”).
Both sectors have their own supervisory bodies
(“Comlot” and Federal Gaming Board respectively).
Major changes put forward
in the current draft law
The new gaming act, which will replace the currently
applicable two acts, will bring a couple of significant
changes to the current regulatory regime. The
major change certainly consists in the introduction

of a regulated online gaming market. Under the
impression of losing out on online gambling revenues,
the Federal Gaming Board recommended to the
Swiss government to legalise the online sector. In
the present draft law, only the existing casinos would
be able to apply for an extension of their licence to
include remote channels, too.
Another important change regards the permission
of “money tournaments” outside of casinos. As
elsewhere, poker games have become hugely popular
in Switzerland, in particular Texas Hold’em. Poker has
gone through a meandering regulatory history. After
the Federal Gaming Board held in December 2007
that Texas Hold’em tournaments did not constitute
games of chance (but games of skill), poker clubs
popped up throughout the country. These business
operations came to an abrupt end by a contrary
judgment from the Federal Supreme Court in May
2010. The present draft law foresees that “money
tournaments” will be permissible under certain
conditions outside casinos.
Controversial elements…
Long before the actual publication of the draft law on
30 April 2014, it became more and more clear that the
public lottery and betting stakeholders would manage
to see most of their interests reflected in the draft law.
The situation is quite different for the casinos and the
online operators who have expressed their frustration
about the draft law during the consultation phase that
ended on 20 August 2014.
… from the casinos’ perspective…
There is a central element that the existing casinos
in Switzerland are happy with: the ring fencing of
the online gaming market. According to the draft,
only casinos licensed in Switzerland would be able
to legally offer games of chance via remote channels.
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Apart from that aspect, the casinos state
frustration about the draft and are majorly
concerned about their competitiveness.
As a matter of fact, while the revenues
in the Swiss casino sector increased until
2007, they have significantly decreased ever
since. There are a couple of reasons for this.
First, the general smoking bans seem to
have affected the number of casino visitors.
Second, casinos in Switzerland are subject
to much stricter responsible gambling
rules than in most other countries. Casinos
are even required to check the financial
background of their visitors when there
is suspicion of problem gambling – quite
a requirement in the Alpine country that
highly values data protection and bank
secrecy. If the suspicion cannot be lifted, the
person must be blacklisted – or the casino
may face substantial penalties as illustrated
in a recent judgment of the Swiss Supreme
Court. The casinos suspect that blacklisted
persons continue to gamble mostly in nearby
foreign casinos but also in illegal gaming
venues or online. It is indeed surprising that
in a country where public authorities allocate
a significant amount of earmarked money
to problem gambling research, this question
has never been studied.
Third, the casinos are not
particularly happy about the perspective
of games of chance legally taking place
outside of casinos. According to the
draft, however, players would only
gamble with small stakes and exclusively
against each other with the tournament
organiser not being involved in the game.
Finally, the casinos face certification
requirements for gaming machines and
table games that are not particularly
innovation-friendly. Internationally
certified gaming machines must comply
with specific Swiss rules and pass a timeconsuming additional certification process.
Major manufacturers wonder whether it
is worth to adjust their new products for a
rather small casino market.
… and from the online
operators’ perspective
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The frustration of the online operators
about the present draft is obvious: the
ring fencing of the Swiss online gaming
market would exclude all online operators
from a commercially interesting market.
Contrary to the current situation where
numerous Swiss residents choose to gamble
with foreign online operators, the draft law
foresees that consumers could only gamble
online with land-based Swiss casinos. The
draft mentions black listing and blocking
measures against foreign operators. The
effectiveness of these measures is doubtful:
blocking measures can be fairly easily
circumvented as the government concedes
in its report.
If the Swiss legislator chooses to
adjust the present draft and to allow for
a licensing procedure open to foreign
operators too, such licenses would
nevertheless not cover sports betting and
lottery games. According to an amendment
of the Swiss constitution in 2012 (article
106), these games fall within the exclusive
competence of the cantons. The same goes
for games of skill.
Finally, foreign online operators
do not enjoy the same rights in Swiss
courts as they do within the EU’s Single
Market. While Switzerland is a member
of the European Free Trade Association
(EFTA), it is neither part of the European
Union (EU) nor of the European
Economic Area (EEA). In spite of the
close economic ties between Switzerland
and the EU through numerous bilateral
agreements, the voluminous gaming
case law of the Court of Justice of the
EU and the EFTA Court is not directly
applicable for the Swiss gaming market.
In other words, a liberalisation of the
national gaming market cannot be
enforced through court proceedings
before the Court of Justice of the EU or the
EFTA Court.
Consumer interests
and the road ahead
While some stakeholders such as cantonal
and federal authorities had great impact

on the wording of the draft, others did
not. In particular, it is questionable that
the draft serves consumer interests - with
regard to both the land-based and online
gaming market. Consumers have an
interest in an attractive range of games,
which they can choose from an attractive
range of operators. They want to choose
from internationally competitive operators
who compete in providing attractive and
innovative games. And of course, they have
an interest in duly regulated, fair and save
venues as well as remote channels.
The Federal Office of Justice is
now called to draft a report, based on
which the government will submit the
bill along with an accompanying
message to the parliament. In 2015, the
bill will undergo critical scrutiny in
the parliamentary committees for legal
affairs and subsequently in the plenary
sessions. Significant amendments should
be expected.
Switzerland is globally known for an
economic policy that favours liberal and
open markets, welcomes innovation, and
trusts in the consumers’ ability to make
sound individual choices. In that sense,
Switzerland has a much more liberal
Anglo-Saxon rather than a protectionist,
paternalistic tradition. The current draft for
a new gaming act does not seem to live up
to this standard.

DR SIMON PLANZER is founding
partner at Planzer Law, a Zurichbased law boutique specialised in
Swiss and European gaming law.
He is member of the International
Masters of Gaming Law and
Lecturer in Law at the University
of St.Gallen HSG. He is the author
of the book: Empirical Views on
European Gambling Law and
Addiction (2014). He can be
contacted at
www.planzer-law.com.

International Masters of Gaming Law Presents
the Inaugural Lifetime Achievement Award &
Annual Gaming Regulator of the Year Awards
By Sharon Harris

Sharon Harris

Introduction
The annual International Masters of Gaming Law
(IMGL) “Regulator of the Year” awards reflect the
organization’s mission of “advancing gaming law
through education.” The commendation recognizes
prominent international gaming regulators whose
professional contributions significantly enhance
their gaming jurisdiction’s regulatory environment.
The IMGL honors each recipient for his integrity
and outstanding service to the gaming community.
The standards for selection include the overall body
of work as a regulator, contributions to the gaming
industry and noteworthy achievements in gaming
regulation. In addition, each recipient provides a
stable regulatory environment in his jurisdiction, is
identified as a person of high integrity while
demonstrating service in the community.
Lifetime achievement award
Peter Bernhard
Attorney Peter Bernhard’s career as
chairman of the Nevada Gaming
Commission so impressed the IMGL
Regulator of the Year Americas
committee that they created a Lifetime Achievement
Award in his honor. According to Committee
Chairman Frank L. Miller, “Peter is a pillar in the area
of regulation. We unanimously voted to present this
one-time special recognition that reflects his total
body of work.”
Bernhard, a Las Vegas resident since 1952, has
overseen many of gaming’s most significant events of
the 21st century. These include the two largest mergers
in Nevada gaming history-MGM/Mandalay Bay and
Harrah’s/Park Place Entertainment, licensing for
construction of numerous facilities, transfers of existing
properties throughout Nevada, the advent of private
equity financing and the challenges of the Internet.
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In October 2001, former Nevada Governor Kenny
Guinn appointed Bernhard, then chairman of the
Nevada Commission on Ethics, to lead the Nevada
Gaming Commission. After serving almost thirteen
years as chair, Bernhard resigned this part-time
position, effective June 30, 2014. He has been and
continues as of-counsel at Kaempfer Crowell, a
Nevada law firm.
“The timing was right to transition to a new
chair because the Nevada Legislature reconvenes
in February 2015. I was pleased when Governor
Sandoval appointed Dr. Tony Alamo as my successor
to maintain continuity between now and next year’s
legislative session,” says Bernhard.
Bernhard has always believed the Commission’s
main role is to protect the public by ensuring the
financial and operational integrity of gaming.
“The Commission examines a licensee’s economic
solvency and sources of capital. It looks at issues like
anti-money laundering, which are so important to
minimizing the challenges presented by the financing
of terrorism, narcotics traﬃcking and other illegal
activities. Regulators and companies are so globally
interrelated that no one operates in a vacuum
anymore, whether in established jurisdictions like
the U.K. and Australia or newer areas like Macao
and Singapore. Nevada’s regulators also work closely
with emerging gaming jurisdictions like Korea, Japan
and Taiwan, developing uniform and best regulatory
practices for the industry worldwide,” comments
Bernhard.
During his tenure, the Commission imposed
Nevada’s largest-ever fines for regulatory violations,
while also working with licensees to proactively
identify and avoid potential problems. Bernhard
states, “It is in the operators’ interests to protect
themselves from, for example, slot cheats who take
tampering to new levels,… using best practices and

self-reporting methods. One benefit of
IMGL and other groups is their significant
scholarly work, which facilitates networking
among regulators on best practices.”
Looking ahead, Bernhard predicts that
two key regulatory challenges will involve
technology. On a par with other consumer
industries, effective regulation is important.
He states, “Licensees and regulators
must be vigilant as technology presents
opportunities for hackers to invade industry
systems on the gaming floor and backof-the-house. Licensees must be alert for
things like electronic devices that assist card
counters and manipulate random number
generators in gaming devices.”
Regulators and licensees must also
be flexible to remain relevant to new
generations of customers such as the
younger, under-35 millennials who grew up
with advanced technology and skill-based
entertainment.
“Although gaming defines wagering as
outcomes that are determined by chance,
regulators must offer operators some room
to build and market their entertainment
offerings to include skill components as part
of the gaming experience. … Skill aspects
generally will be limited to bonus options
on a single-player basis, prohibiting headto-head skill-based games against another
player. This helps preserve the element of
chance and protect the game’s integrity,”
Bernhard claims.
Along with challenges, Bernhard
anticipates great opportunities.
“The gaming industry has matured
into an accepted entertainment option.
Regulation provides the controlled
environment, allowing the people to
spend their discretionary income while
experiencing the fun and excitement of
games of chance.”
“In the 1970s, public companies with
access to Wall Street funding came in and
made it impossible for the traditional ’mob’
to compete. Debt and equity offerings in the
public markets and through private equity
investment changed the face of Nevada
gaming. Without these financial resources,
there would be no Las Vegas, as we know
it today, beyond a few scattered hotels with

limited hotel facilities. I am very happy with
modern Las Vegas and its expansion into a
worldwide destination city,” Bernhard says.
Gaming Regulator Of The Year Americas
Stephen Martino
During his four-year
tenure, Maryland Lottery
and Gaming Control
Agency (MLGCA) Director
Stephen Martino has increased the state’s
successful lottery and casino gaming revenues
by 67%, to the 2013 level of $829.3 million.
Regulator of the Year-Americas Committee
Chair Frank L. Miller calls Martino’s job
performance “remarkable.” He says, “Steve
has an amazing ability to juggle competing
interests for the people of Maryland. It was
diﬃcult to combine the groups into one
agency, but Steve has done it.”
Martino has coordinated Maryland’s
casino gaming regulation, plus staffed
and designed the oversight structure that
prioritizes safety, security and fair-play at
Maryland’s five casinos, while also regulating
bingo parlors in major counties, instant
ticket lottery machines at western shore
counties’ veterans’ organizations, amusement
and electronic gaming equipment and
enforcement of Internet cafe bans.
Martino served as the executive
director of the Kansas Racing and Gaming
Commission from 2005-2010. Prior to
that job, Martino maintained a private
legal practice, served as a special assistant
attorney general for the State of Kansas, and
worked as a newspaper editor in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Kevin Mulalley, former executive director
and deputy director for legal and legislative
affairs for the neighboring Missouri Gaming
Commission, states, “In Kansas, Steve
created the first-ever regulatory structure
for state-owned casinos in the U.S. Despite
legislative obstacles in its implementation,
Steve quickly formed an excellent staff.
He developed an operational regulatory
structure within a fraction of the time taken
by other states. Facing one of the nation’s
highest tax rates in Maryland, Steve is even
more impressive. He and his competent staff

have solved complex problems to create a
robust industry.”
Martino, an advocate of responsible
gaming, founded the Maryland Alliance
for Responsible Gambling, similar to the
Kansas Responsible Gambling Alliance. He
also chairs the North American Association
of State and Provincial Lotteries’ (NASPL)
Responsible Gambling Committee.
Gaming Regulator Of The Year Indian Country
Thomas Russell
After seven years as
a gaming regulator,
Thomas Russell, Esq.,
assumed the chairmanship
of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi
Indians Gaming Commission position in
October 2013. A tribal member himself,
Russell became one of their first gaming
commissioners in August 2007, when the
Four Winds Casino in Michigan opened.
Russell is respected as an effective
leader and regulator. Commission Vice
Chairman Bruce Molnar says, “Thomas
has consistently brought his ‘A-game’ as
a gaming regulator. He remains focused
on doing his best, showing incredible
discipline, during hearings and meetings.
He gets the Commission’s other disciplined
people to think and take disciplined action.”
Molnar claims Russell’s excellent research
and writing skills expedite whatever issue he
works on, including gaming amendments,
technology advancements, audit oversight,
e-gaming developments and the licensing
of non-gaming vendors, casinos and
employees.
Russell has actively served the Little Rock
community, currently functioning as a
weekly chaplain at the prison in Little Rock.
He also provides pro-bono legal counsel for
clients with special circumstances.
Gaming Regulator of the Year-Indian
Country Committee Chair Kevin Quigley
praises Russell, saying, “Tom Russell
embodies the best gaming regulator
qualities-integrity, wisdom and fairness. His
selection reflects IMGL’s recognition of his
long term work in instilling a strong sense
of professionalism in the Pokagon Band
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regulatory agency, considered one of Indian
Country’s premier gaming commissions.
Tom will competently handle the future
challenge of staying ahead of the regulatory
curve with fast-evolving Class II and Class
III gaming technology platforms.”
Gaming Regulator Of The Year – Europe
Carlos Hernández
Rivera
Carlos Hernández Rivera,
general director of the
General Directorate for
Gambling Regulation (DGOJ), holds the
highest qualification in Spanish law as a
state attorney. He advocates collaboration
and continually works on key areas of
common interest among various EU
jurisdictions, including the exchange of
important information, international
liquidity and responsible gaming.
Hernández Rivera also communicates with
Latin American regulators, who use the
Spanish regulatory system as a model.
Hernández Rivera has successfully
developed Spain’s regulations for the
two most critical online gaming sector
products-slots and exchange betting.
These two directives, already approved,
balance the operators’ interests with
responsible gaming needs. Following
the 2012 program, these regulations will
assist Hernández Rivera and the DGOJ
when they launch a new Spanish licensing
process later this year. All gaming lawyers
should read these memos-particularly
the slots analysis writings-for their
comprehensive explanations.
To ensure integrity that protects the
public trust and interests of the licensed
legal operators, Hernández Rivera has
opened dozens of sanctioning proceedings
against unlicensed operators.
Looking ahead, Hernández Rivera is
developing two additional regulations.
Gambling advertising poses diﬃculties,
as equal authority was transferred to the
regions in the 1980s and 1990s. The Spanish
government oversees advertising for online
gaming but could cross paths with regional
local promotions.
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Hernández Rivera is also concerned with
responsible gaming issues that were a key
provision of the Spanish Gaming Act in
2011. He must develop a solid policy that
balances consumer protection with the
business of operating new products in the
marketplace.
“Carlos is very brave to enter these
challenging areas. I will be anxious to see
how he develops these regulations,” says
Justin Franssen, chairman of the Regulator
of the Year Committee-Europe.
Hernández Rivera has made the DGOJ
oﬃce very accessible. According to
Franssen, “Carlos is always open to speak
with anyone in the gambling industry. He
is a charming gentleman with an excellent
sense of humor.”
Gaming Regulator Of The Year
Asia/Australasia
Malcolm Richardson
As the senior online
gaming regulator in
Australia’s Northern
Territory, Malcolm
Richardson has participated in the
regulation of Northern Territory gaming
since 1984. Richardson was involved in
the 1989 establishment and subsequent
management of the Racing and Gaming
Commission.
Before 1992, Australian law only
recognized and awarded bookmaking
licenses to individuals. In 1992,
amendments to the Northern Territory
regulations enacted legislation that enabled
corporate bookmakers to receive a license.
Addison Law Partner Jamie Nettleton
says, “Malcolm was instrumental in the
development of the regulatory regime for
corporate bookmakers. He established
the licensing conditions and applicable
regulatory system.”
Because the Internet opened new
opportunities, Richardson was approached
early on to enable the awarding of online
bookmaking licenses. Accordingly,
regulatory changes were made to the
Northern Territory Racing and Betting Act.
Since that time, Richardson has been

the key regulator to deal with corporate
bookmakers’ applications and their
licensing. He also oversees compliance
issues and approval requests for changes of
control and ownership transfers.
Since its inception, online bookmaking
has proven very profitable for the Northern
Territory under Richardson’s management
as a sports bookmaking regulator. His
leadership has helped increase revenues
from zero to approximately $8 billion in
2013-14.
“Without Malcolm’s involvement,
the Northern Territory would not be
the leading regulator of online sports
bookmaking in Australia. His practical
approach welcomes comments from the
bookmaking sector. He wants to ensure
that regulatory issues not only maintain
the integrity of the Northern Territory
licensing regime but also reflect those
specific needs of the online bookmaking
sector,” Nettleton states.
In addition to his role in regulating
online bookmaking, Richardson has
participated in the oversight of the
Northern Territory casinos since the
1990s. His regulatory domain has also
included lotteries, online mail order
lotteries, community gaming, clubs and
slot machines.
The proud father and grandfather
actively supports the outdoor lifestyle
in the Northern Territory with his keen
interest in racing, fishing and golf.

Finally, each award recipient was asked
to respond to the following question:
“As gaming continuously evolves and
technology changes, each jurisdiction
must confront its own unique situation.
Over the next three years, what issues do
you predict will face your agency? How
will you position yourself and your staff
to solve any challenges and maximize any
opportunities?”
Carlos Hernández Rivera
The DGOJ recognizes the need for patience
and thoughtfulness when implementing

The gaming industry has matured into an accepted entertainment
option. Regulation provides the controlled environment, allowing
the people to spend their discretionary income while experiencing
the fun and excitement of games of chance
the appropriate legal framework for online
gambling. We understand its multiple societal
implications and impacts on the land-based
industry, subject to specific regulation.
In 2012, the online gambling market
in Spain began operating under the new
legal framework, and we are still adjusting
to the essential elements of that market.
We still want to ensure a safe, responsible
business that protects all citizens while
equally responding to the market’s constant
technological evolution.

to player protection. I believe our regulation
processes will continually encourage those
private businesses subject to that regulation.
Our competent, dedicated veteran staff
is in place to address future challenges.
We understand the dynamics of the online
gambling industry, and are considering
establishing MOUs with Tier 1 jurisdictions.
Our department has increased the use of
Approved Testing Facilities. We will continue
our involvement with the IMGL and IAGR
forums.

The DGOJ is currently focusing on these
areas:
• A regulatory framework for online
gambling advertising.
• The mechanisms that allow us to
introduce international liquidity in our
regulation, needed for better business
development.
• The current and future development of
social games. Although they do not fully fall
under gambling, we worry about potential
characteristics that may require protection
for vulnerable groups.
• Expanding cooperative efforts with
other states in order to define similar legal
frameworks will help internationalize online
gambling and control illegal gambling
outside our borders.

Thomas Russell
Our Commission is an organism, a group
of mutually interdependent, cooperative
parts uniting to create one unit who
welcomes these future challenges:
• MICS, TICS, AND SICS. Our TribalState Compact with the State of Michigan
mandates that all Class III technical
standards comply with those of Nevada or
New Jersey. Our Tribal Minimum Internal
Controls Standards presently reflect the
NIGC Minimum Control Standards.
Implementing control standards to conform
with revised 25 CFR 542, 543 and 547 will be
challenging in the short term.
• Online poker, casino games and virtual
currency social gaming. Once our tribal
leadership opts for a product expansion, we
must provide a regulatory framework.
• Possibly adding a fourth gaming facility if
the tribal leadership enters into a compact for
Class III gaming, or alternatively offers Class
II gaming in Indiana, the 29th state with
tribal gaming. Six northern Indiana counties
federally recognize the Pokagon Band of
Potawatomi.

Malcolm Richardson
We must keep abreast of issues such as ‘cloud’
deployments, the global distribution of
operators and mutual recognition with Tier
1 jurisdictions. The appropriate resources
must be allocated to monitor the evolution
and also maintain those parameters related

The Commission is committed to individual
and collective growth. John Roberts, a
20-year gaming veteran with experience
primarily in Indian Country, is our new
executive director. A new deputy executive
director position fits our strategic and
succession planning.
The Commission, whose core values
maximize individual and collective
achievement and success, is actively
recruiting, training and promoting tribal
citizens to management opportunities.
Additionally, the Commission utilizes
professional casino-industry consultants, IT
specialists and industry auditors.
Stephen Martino
Maryland is experiencing dynamic gaming
growth. We opened our fifth casino licensee
in Baltimore in August. Our final casino
license, across the Potomac River from
Washington, DC, has a scheduled summer
2016 opening. Our agency will transition
over the next three years as the state’s gaming
market stabilizes and Maryland becomes a
mature operating jurisdiction.
The rapid evolution of global gaming
matches Maryland’s intense activity.
Changing customer habits and technology
delivering different gaming experiences are
resulting in a wave of industry consolidation.
The Maryland Lottery and Gaming
Control Agency will work with our
regulated community to embrace
challenges or questions as they occur.
This will help the Maryland gaming
industry deliver on its promise to create
jobs, grow economic development
and generate revenue for the state.
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Data Outage & Disasters

Dealing with the “It’ll Never Happen”
By Joanne Frears is a Director and head of IP, Innovation and Technology at
Jeffrey Green Russell Limited Solicitors in London

L

Joanne Frears

ast month the BBC iPlayer was
down for three full days, the longest
BBC outage for a generation.
Whilst some people politely asked
the BBC to get it back up so they
could watch catch-up TV, many Brits felt incensed
and that as license fee payers, they deserved better
from this British Broadcasting institution. In April,
a fire in Gibraltar resulted in some of the biggest
gaming operators being oﬄine for four hours during
the prime Easter weekend period. Whilst reports
indicate that three of these four suffered minimal
data loss, one of them seems to have lost 75% of its
traffic for a full day. Whether an outage is caused by
power failure or infrastructure problems at a local
level, or a communications network failure, the more
reliant we become on datacentres for access to data
for our social, private and professional lives the more
significant these outages become.
In a recent study by the Ponemon Institute, 41% of
senior management confided that they did not have
a contingency for data outage or disaster recovery.
With 48% of such outages caused by human error
(the “who turned the lights off ” scenario?) it’s time
to consider what you should do and look at your
legal responsibilities to customers and staff.
Your responsibilities to customers in periods of
outage stem from statute and certain data security
obligations may also be placed on you by local laws
where you operate. Obligations around data recovery
on the other hand are too often overlooked and are
largely unregulated B2C. As software as a service is
increasingly recognised and embraced by legislation
however, this will change. For now though, how
outage is managed remains largely a matter of
contracts between the parties and the terms you
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offer customers can still give you a good degree of
flexibility and leeway when it comes to dealing with
enforced down time.
Of course, any down time is bad for business, so
put plainly, how well you negotiate your contracts
with your data processors, will impact how well you
can deal with outages. Many considerations will
apply when deciding where to locate your data for
safe and consistent processing. You may decide to
use a private, public or hybrid cloud for processing
and back up, or you may operate your own dedicated
servers. These are business decisions and whilst
certain legal obligations apply (such as the well
known issues around control, processing and
transfer of data in Europe), again, how you negotiate
your terms with your providers is key.
Ts and Cs Are Your ABCs
Make your terms with customers clear
and your terms with providers clearer.
In some jurisdictions (including the UK, US, Canada
and Australia) there are regulatory obligations placed
on telecoms operators to inform customers about
major service failures (“MSF”) that may affect their
data. Whether or not you use a primary telecoms
operator for your services, you will want to be notified
immediately of any outages or security breaches, the
reasons for it, how it has been overcome and when
normal service will resume.
Regulations obliging notification to customers of
MSFs don’t generally extend to secondary business
operators or B2C, but you still might decide to
inform customers about outages and deal with
how this will be communicated (via text, website
announcement, or social media?) in your terms.
During the outage in Gibraltar Partypoker posted a

message saying “Our team is still working
hard to fully resolve technical difficulties
which have prevented play today. Please
accept our sincere apologies.” A standard
message might be good for an hour or
two, but for longer outages, be prepared
to engage with customers around fault
fixing and data security but always beware
of promising too much in your terms and
online and ensure that you have reciprocal
arrangements with your service providers
mirroring the obligations you have given
yourself to notify customers.
Territorial regulations dealing with
incomplete bets will usually apply whether
the root cause is a processing failure or an
outage and your terms must clearly reflect
your obligations in this regard.
When drafting terms with providers and
customers, pay particular attention to how
period of outage are calculated. Clauses
drafted with an eye on the problem and
not the solution can often trip you up; will
ten outages of 6 minutes each be treated
individually or as one outage of an hour,
or is a 60 minute outage the trigger for
compensation for your customer and for
you from your service provider? Generally
in relation to compensation, a good
starting point is to seek compensation for
outage from your provider, but not to offer
it to your customers, except in exceptional
circumstances or when you are obliged to
do so by a regulator or law.
Always ensure there is clear
differentiation in your terms between
essential and regular maintenance down
time and outage for other reasons. The
former is a business cost and the general
rule is the less down time, the higher
the cost of service. Customers will
invariably pay for ‘always on’ gaming, so a
contingency plan up to make down time
negligible, switching imperceptible and
reduce data loss is essential.
Be clear with your providers and
customers about switching provisions in
the case of real outage, how long this will
take, who is accountable and who will
cover switch back and data recovery. You
should also consider the eventualities for

when data recovery is not complete.
The definition of an outage should not
presuppose it will be caused by a list of
specific reasons, which lock it down to
particular circumstance and will inevitably
be too limiting as the causes of outage
are too numerous to anticipate. On the
other hand, genuine ‘force majeure’
circumstances should be as limited as
possible and these can be anticipated, listed
and provided for.
In negotiating your terms, you want
reassurance and flexibility from your
service provider, be it for primary
processing or back up. Even if you are
told that a provider’s contract is notnegotiable, if you are buying premium
service it invariably is and you should
ensure your terms with the provider reflect
your specific needs and not the template
requirements of the imaginary ‘standard
customer’.
Using Back-Up to Get Back Up
When seeking a back-up solution, it’s
sensible commercial procedure to conduct
a full review of the service provider and this
is especially true of cloud providers, whose
terms are notoriously nebulous!
You should always ensure that the
providers security is better than adequate
with firewalls, access limitations,
encryption, strong authentication and
electronic audit trails to monitor access
to data. Where legislatory compliance
requires it, your cloud service should be
based in Europe and you should ensure
that your data packets can’t be switched
between servers putting them beyond
the EU, safe harbour or similar. Also,
access requests should be standardised
and response times immediate. It is also
advisable to ensure you have the ability
to access and interrogate data 24/7 and to
switch providers with immediate effect and
without data loss if a back up data centre is
affected or some other pressing need arises.
You should require indemnities from
your cloud provider to cover the period
of outage and any data losses and whilst
many are reluctant to do so and will push

back hard against this, the indemnity
requirement is becoming increasingly
common. The same is true of course of
your first level providers and whilst you are
unlikely to be able to claim for the same
losses from both providers, by seeking an
indemnity from both you might be able to
recover a realistic level of losses across the
board.
You need to be able to terminate your
cloud service promptly, without cause and
without penalty. Many cloud providers
have standard Ts & Cs where they claim
ownership of data stored in their cloud
(Amazon and Apple are two examples
of this). This principle is currently being
tested in the courts, but for now our advice
is to check the terms you already have and
negotiate a change if necessary to ensure
you retain ownership to the data and the
metadata for access to that. The flip side
of this is that you need access to your data
if the provider terminates for whatever
reason and you must ensure that the data
doesn’t end up in ether-limbo between a
defunct provider, the purchaser of that
function or worse, a liquidator or an
administrator.
Finally, you should ensure that your
service provider has a disaster recovery
plan that is at least equal to, if not better
than, your own and you should ask to see
this and be kept informed of changes to it.
Downtime and outages cost trillions of
dollars in lost business and the costs of
procuring responsive and secure back up
will seem a small price to have paid when
the “It Will Never Happen” scenario turns
into ‘how did that happen and what do we
do about it’ problem.

JOANNE FREARS Director. IP,
Innovation, Technology for Jeffrey
Green Russell Limited. For more
information about data security,
cloud solutions and contracts
contact jef@jgrlaw.co.uk.
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The Regulation Of International
Market Agents In Singapore
By Lau Kok Keng, Head, Intellectual Property, Sports & Gaming, Rajah & Tann LLP and
Cherrin Wong, Associate, Intellectual Property, Sports & Gaming, Rajah & Tann LLP

Lau Kok Keng

Cherrin Wong

INTRODUCTION
Overview
Casino junket promoters form an integral part of the
casino marketing landscape, and play a key role in
promoting and referring high net worth individuals
(or ‘high-rollers’ as they are colloquially known) to
casinos for the purposes of gambling. In return for
their services rendered in organizing and conducting
the casino marketing arrangements, the junket
promoters are typically paid a commission by the
casinos.
In Singapore, casino junket promoters have, in
recent years, been re-named as “International Market
Agents” (“IMA”), as the label has been viewed to be a
more accurate description of their role as “middlemen
who bring international high-rollers to the casinos”.1
IMAs are regulated under the Casino Control (Casino
Marketing Arrangements) Regulations 2013 (“CMA
Regulations”), and their functions, as provided for
under the Casino Control Act (Cap. 33A) (“CCA”)2,
include the following:
(a) organising or conducting a casino marketing
arrangement involving persons other than citizens
or permanent residents of Singapore;
(b) giving chips on credit to any such persons
participating in a casino marketing arrangement;
and
(c) such other function related to a casino marketing
arrangement as may be specified in the CMA
Regulations.
Unlike Macau, where junket promoters are heavily
relied upon by casinos as a source of patron referrals,3

1
Casino Control (Amendment) Bill, Parliamentary Debates Singapore: Official Report, vol 89 (16
November 2012), by the Second Minister of Home Affairs, Mr S Iswaran, available at <http://www.
mha.gov.sg/news_details.aspx?nid=MjczNg%3D%3D-qCwOstnjF%2B8%3D> (“Casino Control
(Amendment) Bill, Parliamentary Debates Official Report, vol 89”)
2
Section 110A(2) of the Casino Control Act.
3
In 2013, there were 265 junket promoters in Macau, a 7.3% increase as compared to past years. The
VIP players brought in by the junket promoters account for more than 70% of the casinos’ revenue.
4
“Casino Regulatory Authority Enhances Regime to Regulate International Market Agents and
Awards First Batch of Licences” (22 March 2012), available at http://app.cra.gov.sg/public/www/
news_item.aspx?sid=161. See also Singapore Business Review, “What do new approvals of junket
licenses mean for Singapore casinos?” (April 2012), available at <http://sbr.com.sg/sites/default/files/
singaporebusinessreview/print/SBRAprilMay2k12_p23.pdf>
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5

Singapore has chosen to adopt a highly regulated
approach towards the licensing of IMAs. In 2012,
fourteen IMA licence applications were made, but
only two of these applications were approved by the
Casino Regulatory Authority (“CRA”) after careful
deliberation.4 This brings the total number of licensed
IMAs in Singapore currently to three, all of which
are licensed to provide casino marketing activities
to Resorts World at Sentosa Pte Ltd only5. The small
number of IMAs in Singapore aptly reflects the
strict regime put in place to regulate the local casino
industry, and is in line with conservative stance taken
by the Singapore Government in relation to legalised
casino gambling in Singapore.6
Licensing Requirements
An individual or corporate body may not organise,
promote or conduct a casino marketing arrangement7
in or with respect to any casino unless it is granted a
licence to do so.8 Thus, an individual or corporation
who wishes to operate as a licensed IMA to provide
casino marketing services to either of the two licensed
casinos in Singapore (namely, Resorts World at
Sentosa Pte Ltd and Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd) will
have to apply to the CRA for approval, and provide
the requisite supporting documents stipulated under
the CMA Regulations.9
The disclosure requirements in the application
process may be best described as extensive, and full
disclosure of matters pertaining to the applicant’s
background and financial standing, including whether
the applicant has been licensed in other jurisdictions,
is expected of the applicant. Factors which the CRA

Casino Regulatory Authority website, “International Market Agents” (last updated 21 March
2014), available at <http://app.cra.gov.sg/public/www/content.aspx?sid=67>
6
Section 41 of the CCA expressly provides that the Casino Regulatory Authority (hereinafter
“CRA”) is to ensure that there are not more than 2 casino licences in force under the CCA at any
particular time.
7
A “Casino marketing arrangement” is defined in Section 2 of the CCA to mean “an arrangement
whereby a person organises, promotes or facilitates the playing of any game in a casino by one or
more patrons, for which the first-mentioned person receives from the casino operator or from the
person for the time being in charge of the casino —
(a) a commission based on the turnover of play in the casino attributable to the patron or patrons or
otherwise derived from the play of the patron or patrons;
(b) a share of the casino operator’s gross gaming revenue from the patron or patrons; or

will take into consideration in deciding
whether or not to grant the licence
application include whether the applicant
is of good repute and is financially stable,
and whether the applicant has any business
association with any person or entity who
or which, in the opinion of the CRA, is
not of good repute or has undesirable
or unsatisfactory financial resources.
The identities and personal background
of the applicant is also of significant
consideration to the CRA – the applicant
has to have a high level of probity10, so as
to ensure that the casinos are kept free of
criminal influence. In addition, the CRA
may investigate any person or associates
related to the applicant, so as to enable it to
consider the application fully and properly.
The application process is therefore exacting
and intrusive as it is exhaustive, and is
a main contributing factor to the sparse
number of licensed IMAs in Singapore
to-date.
An IMA licence granted by the CRA
is generally valid for a period of one year,
although licences of up to three years may
be granted.11
Regulatory Restrictions
on IMAs in Singapore
Junket promoters in Singapore face a high
degree of regulation, as an IMA licence is
subject to various conditions which are
determined and imposed by the CRA from
time to time.12 Further, the CRA may in its
own discretion, amend the conditions of a
licence or revoke the licence entirely.13
Casino marketing arrangements can
only involve foreigners. Section 110(1)
of the CCA expressly provides that no
person shall organise or conduct a casino
marketing arrangement which involves the
participation of any citizen of Singapore
or permanent resident of Singapore.14 The
stringent wording encapsulated in the CCA
therefore curtails the classes of persons to
whom the IMA may provide junket services.
The duties to which a licensed IMA

will be subject are set out in a number
of regulations to the CCA, including the
CMA Regulations, the Casino Control
(Credit) Regulations 2010 (“Credit
Regulations”), the Casino Control (Internal
Controls) Regulations 2013 and the
Casino Control (Advertising) Regulations
2010 (“Advertising Regulations”). These
duties range from the keeping of proper
records pertaining to the IMA’s operations
and credit granted to patrons, to the
establishment of internal controls for
its operations as set out in the Internal
Controls Code issued by the CRA, to the use
of chips on credit, and to the requirement
of obtaining the CRA’s prior approval to
carry out various forms of promotion or
advertisement for the casino. A breach
of any of these duties under the aforesaid
regulations may give rise to disciplinary
action, including the cancellation of the
IMA licence.
KEY REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO
INTERNATIONAL MARKET AGENTS
Remuneration of International Market
Agents
There are various methods for computing
the statutorily permissible remuneration
of IMAs for their services rendered to
the casinos. IMAs may be paid a fixed
commission, which may be computed
using the “Net Buy In” method, whereby
commission is based on a percentage
of the difference between the amount
of non-negotiable chips purchased and
returned. Alternatively, IMAs may receive a
commission which is based on the turnover
of play in the casino by the patron, since
Section 110(2) deems a person to be an IMA
by reason of his being paid a commission
that is pegged to the turnover of the patron’s
play.15
Although the marketing arrangements
entered into by the IMAs and the casino
operator (including the remuneration
payable by the casino operator for such

(c) such other form of payment or rebate, monetary or otherwise, as may be prescribed.”
8
Regulation 4 of the Casino Control (Casino Marketing Arrangements) Regulations 2013
(hereinafter “CMA Regulations”)
9
The application procedure, as well as the requisite supporting documents for the application, is laid
out in Regulation 7 of the CMA Regulations
10
Casino Control (Amendment) Bill, Parliamentary Debates Singapore: Official Report, vol 89 (16
November 2012), by the Second Minister of Home Affairs, Mr S Iswaran
11
Regulation 17 of the CMA Regulations states that each IMA licence is to be granted for a period
of no longer than 3 years.
12
Regulation 15(1) of the CMA Regulations
13
Regulation 15(3) of the CMA Regulations
14
The term “permanent resident” is defined in Section 116(9) of the CCA to mean “a person

arrangements) are a matter of private
contract,16 parties may not have the full
autonomy to decide by mutual agreement
on every term in the marketing contract,
given that the CRA may give a written
directions to the casino operator and/or
the licensed IMA on matters such as the
maximum commission or other payment
which may be paid by any casino operator
to the licensed IMA.17 Any failure to comply
with such directions by either the IMA
or casino operator may expose the noncomplying party to disciplinary action,18
including for the IMA, a revocation of its
licence.
Extension of Credit to Customers
In general, licensed IMAs are allowed to
extend credit to patrons who are neither
citizens nor permanent residents of
Singapore,19 although this must be done in
compliance with the Credit Regulations.20
Notably, an IMA is not allowed to take the
initiative in offering patrons an extension of
credit, as the Credit Regulations mandate
that licensed IMAs may not provide credit
or increase the credit facilities without
the prior request of the patron.21 Upon
the request of the patron for an extension
of credit, there are certain procedures to
follow as well. Before a licensed IMA can
provide money, chips or extend any form
of credit to the patron, the IMA must first
enter into a written credit agreement with
the patron.22 Following the execution of the
credit agreement, the IMA would then have
to establish a credit account for that patron,
through which the patron would be granted
the credit.23
A licensed IMA may also grant credit to a
patron for the purpose of qualifying him as
a premium player24 of the casino.25
The issue of the status of a premium
player, and when such status would cease,
received judicial attention in the High
Court decision of Marina Bay Sands Pte
Ltd v Ong Boon Lin Lester.26 This case was
decided prior to the amendments to the

who is granted an entry permit under section 10 of the Immigration Act (Cap. 133) or a re-entry
permit under section 11 of that Act, which allows him to remain in Singapore indefinitely without
restriction”.
15
Section 110(2) of the CCA provides that “Any person who receives a commission or other
payment from a casino operator or the person for the time being in charge of a casino, which
commission or payment is solely or partly based on the turnover of play in the casino of any other
person, or otherwise derived from the play of any other person, shall be presumed, until the contrary
is proved, to be organising or conducting a casino marketing arrangement.”
16
Such contract is known as an “International Market Agreement”, which is defined under
Regulation 2 of the CMA Regulations to mean “a contract or other arrangement between a casino
operator and a licensed international market agent, that relates to the conduct of a casino marketing
arrangement by that international market agent.”
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Credit Regulations in 2013, where the
Regulations then prevailing provided that
a patron remained qualified as a premium
player if there was at least $100,000 in
his deposit account, upon the expiry of a
’period of play’ and before the subsequent
commencement of a ’period of play‘. In
this case, the Defendant had failed to repay
a debt amounting to S$240,868 which was
owed to the Plaintiff casino at which the
Defendant had gambled. The Defendant
had applied to be a member of ‘Paiza’, an
exclusive club of the Plaintiff, and had
enrolled in a Non-Negotiable Chip Rolling
Program (“NNCRP”), which was a program
that allowed patrons to earn commissions
when losses were incurred by them. On
the same day, the Defendant had also
opened a deposit account with the Plaintiff,
into which he deposited S$100,000. He
subsequently withdrew the entire sum of
S$100,000 in non-negotiable chips.
In addition, the Defendant applied for
a credit facility of S$1 million with the
Plaintiff, of which only S$250,000 was
approved by the Plaintiff. Under the terms
of the Credit Agreement, the Defendant
was to pay to the Plaintiff the amount of
the casino chips transferred to him 14
days after the date of transfer of the casino
chips (the “Maturity Date”). Upon signing
the promissory note, which provided for
interest to be payable at the annual rate of
12% 90 days after the Maturity Date, Ong
proceeded to withdraw the entire sum of
S$250,000.

In the gambling sessions which followed,
the Defendant promptly lost his deposit of
S$100,000, as well as the credit of S$250,000
extended to him by the Plaintiff. At the
Maturity Date, the amount that fell due to
the Plaintiff under the Credit Agreement
and promissory note was $250,000. The
Defendant refused to pay this amount to
the Plaintiff, which then commenced a
suit in the High Court against him. In his
defence, the Defendant argued that the
Plaintiff ’s extension of credit to him was
unenforceable as he was not a premium
player at the time credit was extended.
Under the CCA, “premium player” is
defined to mean a patron of a casino
who maintains a deposit account with
the casino operator with a credit balance
of not less than $100,000 before the
commencement of play by him in the
casino”. Prioer to the 2013 amendments,
Regulation 3(1) of the CCCR specified
that a patron qualified as a “premium
player” when, “before the commencement
of play by him in the casino, (a) the total
amount of money, chips or any cheque or
traveller’s cheque credited to the patron’s
deposit account in accordance with
paragraph (2) is not less than $100,000…”.
In addition, Regulation 4 of the CCCR
provided that a patron remains qualified as
a premium player of a casino if, upon the
expiry of a period of play (which maximum
shall be a continuous period of 1 year) and
before subsequent commencement of a
period of play by him in the casino, there
17

Section 110B(3) of the CCA
Section 110B(4) of the CCA
19
Section 108(7A) of the CCA
20
Section 108(7B) stipulates that where credit is provided by an IMA, it shall do so in accordance
with the prescribed requirements relating to credit. Further, Section 108(1) of the CCA expressly
provides that no licensed IMA may extend any form of credit except to the extent that the CCA or
regulations relating to credit allow.
21
Regulation 6 of the Casino Control (Credit) Regulations 2010 (hereinafter “Credit Regulations”)
22
Regulation 9(1) of the Credit Regulations
23
Regulation 8(2) of the Credit Regulations
24
A “premium player” is defined in Section 2 of the CCA to mean a patron of a casino who opens
a deposit account with the casino operator with a credit balance of not less than $100,000, where (a)
the deposit is in such form as may be prescribed; (b) the period during which the credit balance in
the deposit account is below $100,000 does not exceed such period as may be prescribed; and (c) the
18
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is a credit balance of not less than $100,000
in his deposit account with the casino
operator of that casino. However, the term
“period of play” was not defined in the
CCA or the CCCR.
The issue before the court was whether
the ’period of play’ expired after the patron
leaves the casino, or whether it would
continue for the entire period of a year. In
deciding this issue, Justice Lai Siu Chiu
held that Parliament’s intention was likely
that the period of play should refer to a
continuous period of 12 months. Thus, the
defendant was held to be a premium player,
even though he had withdrawn the entire
sum of $100,000 from the deposit account
within a few days of establishing this
account. This case highlighted the strain in
the interpretation of ‘period of play’, as such
period was held to not have terminated
even after the patron had left the casino.
The need to adopt a strained
interpretation of ‘period of play’ has
since been rendered unnecessary in
light of amendments to the CCA and
Credit Regulations in 2013, which
introduced a more detailed set of rules and
illustrations to determine the duration in
which a patron remained qualified as a
premium player.27
Under the amended Credit Regulations,
a patron will remain as a premium player
for a period of 12 months after opening a
deposit account with the casino operator
and crediting a minimum sum of $100,000
to the account, unless he fails to meet

deposit account fulfils such other conditions as may be prescribed.
25
Regulation 5(2) of the Credit Regulations
26
[2013] 4 SLR 593
27
See Regulation 4 of the Credit Regulations for the full set of rules and examples.
28
Regulation 4(1) of the Credit Regulations
29
Regulation 3 of the Casino Control (Advertising) Regulations 2010, (hereinafter “Advertising
Regulations”)
30
Regulation 3(2) of the Advertising Regulations provide that:
“Paragraph (1) applies to the following persons:
(a) a casino operator;
(b) a licensed international market agent;
(c) a licensed international market agent representative;
(d) a licensed special employee;
(e) an applicant for a casino licence, an international market agent’s licence, an international market

the requirements for maintaining such
status as provided for under the Credit
Regulations.28 In particular, if the patron
does nothing to maintain the minimum
credit amount of $100,000, and such
amount falls below $100,000 for more than
12 months, the patron will cease to remain
as a premium player upon the expiration of
the 12-months period.
The amendments to the CCA and Credit
Regulations have thus brought much clarity
to the state of law regarding the status of a
premium player, and the extension of credit
in licensed casino gaming.
Advertising of Casino
Marketing Services
The Advertising Regulations establishes
a strict regulatory regime governing the
advertising and promotion of a casino, and
the publication and distribution of casino
advertising materials. Regulation 3(1) of the
Advertising Regulations prohibits an IMA
from publishing or causing to be published
in Singapore a casino advertisement,
and from distributing a publication
which he knows or reasonably ought to
know contains a casino advertisement,
without the prior approval of the CRA.29
The rationale for such prohibitions in
the Advertising Regulations is the need
to protect local citizens and permanent
residents from the negative influences
arising from excessive advertising relating
to casinos in Singapore.
Such stringent controls on casino
advertising by IMAs and local casinos are,

however, not applicable to similar advertising
(often through the pervasive medium of the
Internet) conducted by offshore casinos and
their junket promoters. This is because the
prohibition in Regulation 3(1) only applies to
certain classes of persons.30 Notably, foreign
casino operators and junket promoters who
do not have a casino marketing arrangement
with either of the two casino operators in
Singapore, are not included in the list of
persons who are subject to the Regulation
3(1) prohibition.
In addition, the Common Gaming
Houses Act (“CGHA”)31 does not apply to
gaming houses which are located outside
of the territorial boundaries of Singapore.
Consequentially, any party who advertises
for or promotes a foreign casino to persons
in Singapore is unlikely to fall within section
4 of the CGHA, which makes it an offence
for one to advertise (in print or otherwise)
that any place is opened, kept or used as a
common gaming house, or to invite or solicit
any person to game in a common gaming
house.
Further, the Advertising Regulations
do provide for specific instances where
the CRA may approve the publication
and distribution of casino advertising and
promotions. Regulations 4(1A) and 4(2)
of the Advertising Regulations provide,
inter alia, that the CRA may approve the
publication of advertisements or casino
promotions if the principal market of the
publication or distribution of any printed
publication is not Singapore, or if the casino
promotion is directed primarily at tourists,

agent representative’s licence or a special employee licence during the period that the application is under consideration and has not
been determined; and
(f) any person acting on behalf of, under any arrangement with, or with the consent of, a person referred to in sub paragraph (a), (b),
(c), (d) or (e).”
31
Common Gaming Houses Act (Cap 49, 1985 Rev Ed Sing) (“CGHA”)
32
Regulation 3(2)(a) of the Advertising Regulations
33
Regulation 3(2)(b) of the Advertising Regulations
34
Regulation 3(2)(c)(v) of the Advertising Regulations
35
Howard Stutz, “Singapore casinos produce $6 billion in gaming revenue in 2013; market still trails Las Vegas Strip” Las Vegas ReviewJournal (February 21, 2013), available at <http://www.reviewjournal.com/business/singapore-casinos-produce-6-billion-gamingrevenue-2013-market-still-trails-las-vegas-strip>
36
Casino Control (Amendment) Bill, Parliamentary Debates Official Report, vol 89

or if the publication or distribution is of a
limited advertisement, such as where it is
located within the premises of the Singapore
Changi Airport, Marina Bay Cruise Centre
Singapore, International Passenger Terminal
at HarbourFront Centre,32 or in the premises
of a location that can reasonably be regarded
as directed primarily at or as having
particular appeal to tourists,33 , or in the
premises of a designated tourist attraction.34
As such, the broad intent of the Advertising
Regulations is that the advertisement or
promotion of casinos is generally permissible
if it does not exclusively target Singaporeans.
CONCLUSION
In 2013, the two casinos in Singapore
produced a combined revenue of $6.077
billion. It is predicted that Singapore’s
gambling industry will continue to grow,
and may soon overtake (if it has not
already done so) Las Vegas to be the world’s
second largest gambling destination after
Macau.35 Despite the tremendous potential
for growth, the government has made
it clear that Singapore’s economy will
not become dependent on the gambling
industry, including the high rollers that are
brought in by junket promoters. As such,
there are currently no plans to encourage
more applicants for IMA licences to be
issued in Singapore.36 The junket industry
in Singapore remains as ‘exclusive’ as the
clientele they serve, and it is unlikely that the
strict controls or regulations imposed on the
licensed IMAs would be relaxed any time in
the foreseeable future.
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Challenging the UK’s
proposed long arm gambling
licensing legislation
By Dan Tench and Lucy Davies, Litigation Department of Olswang LLP

O

n 13 August 2014 the Gibraltar
Betting and Gaming Association
issued an application for judicial
review against the UK Government
and the Gambling Commission in respect of the
introduction of the new place of consumption remote
gambling licensing regime in Great Britain. Olswang
is instructed by the GBGA is these proceedings.
Dan Tench

Lucy Davies

The new licensing regime
On 14 May 2014 the Gambling (Licensing and
Advertising) Act 2014 received Royal Assent. The
Act amends the Gambling Act 2005 and, together
with the Gambling Commission’s policy and guidance
documents, replaces the current place of supply
regime for remote gambling licensing with a place of
consumption regime. The GBGA is challenging the
legality of the new regime principally on the basis that
it breaches European Union law.
Broadly, the Act will require all remote gambling
operators that provide services to British consumers
or advertise services to British consumers to obtain
a licence from the Gambling Commission. Under
the current regime an operator requires a licence
only where it has at least one piece of remote
gambling equipment situated in Britain. Under the
new regime, all remote gambling operators will
need a licence where their services are used in Great
Britain, irrespective of the location of the operator or
its equipment.
This means that any operator in the world
providing online gambling services which are used

by customers within Great Britain must obtain the
relevant licence from the Gambling Commission,
provided the operator knew or should have known
that the services were likely to be used by customers
within Great Britain. In this way the Gambling
Commission will seek to license and regulate online
operators on a worldwide basis, even where they are
in far flung jurisdictions and only a small fraction of
their business is with British customers.
The UK Government has stated that its objective in
introducing the new regime is primarily to increase
consumer protection. Other objectives referred to
by Government include protecting British business
by creating a level playing field and increasing the
funding for regulation.
The Gambling Commission
Whereas the Act sets out when an operator will
require a licence, the principles, guidance and
conditions that pertain to a licence application
and retaining a licence are set by the Gambling
Commission (and further conditions may be set by
the Secretary of State).
In order to obtain a licence, remote gambling
operators will have to submit an application to the
Gambling Commission, complete a compliance
process, provide detailed information about
the running of its business and pay substantial
application and annual licence fees. The
Gambling Commission is proposing to license and
regulate all operators caught by the Act directly,
in accordance with uniform conditions and
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without a transparent and robust system
for distinguishing between operators
and reducing duplication on the basis of
the quality of their local licensing and
regulatory regimes.
In particular, the current fee structure
will apply to application and annual
fees under the new regime with no
distinction between overseas and
domestic operators (and therefore
with no regard to the licensing and
compliance costs already paid by each
operator in their home jurisdiction). As
a condition of their licence, overseas
operators will also be required to provide
detailed information to the Gambling
Commission including information on
their business structure, operations,
financial position, political affiliates as
well as providing key information on an
on-going basis and detailed information
as part of its quarterly or annual return.
Supervision and enforcement
Failure by any remote gambling operator
with customers in Great Britain to obtain
a licence will constitute a criminal offence
in the UK, if the operator knows or ought
to know that its facilities are being used
or likely to be used in Great Britain. The
penalty for committing such an offence is,
on summary conviction, imprisonment
for a term not exceeding 51 weeks and/or
a fine not exceeding £5,000. In addition,
the Gambling Commission has a wide
discretion to launch a review of a licensed
operator where it suspects that it is in breach
of a licence condition or where it considers a
review would be appropriate.
However, the Act does not materially
increase the information gathering and
enforcement powers of the Gambling
Commission and does not give it
extra-territorial effect. The Gambling
Commission has no statutory powers to
introduce financial, ISP or website blocking
and has limited resources to visit operators
overseas. The GBGA is therefore very
concerned that the Gambling Commission
will not in reality be in a position to stop
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unregulated overseas operators from
accessing the market and will not have the
powers or facilities to ensure that overseas
operators that do choose to be licensed are
subject to proper regulation.
The GBGA proceedings
The application for judicial review issued by
the GBGA challenges the lawfulness of the
new regime. In particular, the GBGA contends
that the new regime breaches Article 56 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, which protects the free movement of
services within the European Union.
The UK Government has accepted that
the new regime is a restriction for the
purpose of Article 56 but claims that the
restriction is justified and proportionate for
its intended purposes. The GBGA’s case
is that the restriction cannot be properly
justified since the UK Government and
the Gambling Commission have failed to
identify any material consumer harm, or
risk of such harm, under the current regime
which would be capable of giving rise to a
legitimate public policy objective or which is
capable of justifying the restriction.
In addition, the GBGA says that the
new regime is ineffective in achieving its
stated objective of protecting consumers
because, taking into consideration
the limitations on the extra-territorial
enforcement powers of the Gambling
Commission, the new regime cannot
be properly supervised or enforced. It
will thus have damaging, unintended
consequences for consumers. In
particular, because of the compliance
costs of the new regime and the extremely
competitive market conditions which
already compel operators to operate
tight profit margins, the new regime
will encourage the development of both
an unregulated and a poorly regulated
market by incentivising operators to offer
gambling services into the UK without a
licence and/or in breach of the Gambling
Commission’s regulatory controls.
In addition, the new regime does
not provide the least restrictive means

of achieving the consumer protection
objective as required in order to comply
with EU law. Consumer protection would
be better achieved by the implementation
of passporting; the GBGA has presented
the Government with a proposal for
such a scheme. The GBGA’s passporting
proposal, if implemented, would see remote
gambling operators from jurisdictions with
a sufficiently high standard of regulation,
granted a licence on the basis of the quality
of that local regulation. This measure
would be less restrictive and more effective
because the approved foreign regulators
would have access to information and
enforcement tools in respect of operators
within their territories, which the Gambling
Commission does not.
The GBGA is further challenging the
new regime on the basis that it is unlawfully
discriminatory, contrary to Article 56 TFEU
and the principle of equal treatment, and
that the Government’s refusal to adopt a
passporting approach is irrational.
This is a significant case which is set to
consider important principles of EU law, the
result of which will be eagerly anticipated
by the gambling industry, which has found
itself increasingly under attack from the UK
Government. At the time of writing the
GBGA is awaiting a decision on whether
permission for its application for judicial
review has been granted.
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